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Main goals:
•	Facilitate spontaneous musicianship
•	Build a tool for research
•	Release a commercially-viable game
•	Create a tool for music education
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Proposed study
To assess whether SingSmash has a measurable effect on music-
learning, it will be paired with a control task, another app on the iOS 
platform: the ABRSM’s Aural Trainer app (AT). This app contains 
interactive drills for the ABRSM aural exams, grades 1-5. It is a good 
control candidate not only because of its superficially similar method 
of interaction, but because its mode and philosophy of teaching are 
of a very different kind to those embodied by SingSmash, AT being of 
a traditional, rote, text-and-work-oriented persuasion, emphasising 
response and nomenclature over productional ability (though 
productional ability is tested to some degree).

Students taking part in the experiment will first be evaluated on a test 
of aural skills, similar to the ABRSM’s aural exam component. This 
evaluation is then used to ensure that random assignment into control 
and experimental groups results in an equal distribution of levels of 
performance across groups.

The control group will be given a copy of AT and instructed to use it as 
an add-on to daily practice, as well as to use it whenever else they like, 
and to make a record immediately after each use session with time and 
duration of use. The experimental group will have similar instruction, 
but given SingSmash in addition to AT and told to use both during 
their daily practice.

After a four-week period the students are again tested. For this study 
the null hypothesis is that SingSmash will have no effect on students’ 
performance on the second test, and similar gains in test score for 
each group would support that hypothesis. However, it is hypothesised 
that inclusion of SingSmash in daily practice will lead to a significantly 
greater increase in performance level in the experimental group.  A 
secondary hypothesis is that SingSmash will be used more frequently, 
and for longer durations at a time, than will the AT software. If the two 
experimental hypotheses were to be fulfilled, the group that had served 
in the control condition would also receive the opportunity to use 
SingSmash.

Future work
Depending on the market adoption of SingSmash, the collected data set 
may grow quite large. For this reason an automated analysis solution 
is desirable, so that the uploaded XML files may be parsed and key 
comparisons made with minimal researcher effort. A small desktop 
application to handle these operations is currently in development.

The model presented here is easily adaptable not only to test users’ 
response to new note patterns, but also to test the effects of social 
competition in two-player games, to see whether any of the observed 
effects might occur also in the domain of rhythm, and to determine 
how the observed effects might change over the course of a longer-term 
study including students of more widely-varied backgrounds.

Overview
SingSmash is a game for the iOS platform which is played by 
singing. Referencing a straightforward game mechanic similar in 
some ways to the archetypical Breakout, SingSmash uses a series 
of static paddles spanning the bottom width of the device screen, 
each of which responds to a different pitch class. Early levels have 
fewer paddles and simple pitch relationships; later levels have more 
paddles (meaning more pitches to remember, and also requiring 
better estimation of the ball’s motion, as each paddle is narrower) 
and more-complicated pitch relationships. User-specific gameplay 
data are collected (notes sung, collision events, timing, duration, 
harmonics, score), stored locally in an XML file, and uploaded to a 
central server for later analysis.

The motivation behind this game involves a theory of component 
skills which make up “skill clusters” such as singing or playing a 
scale. To acquire or practise all of the component skills at once is 
unfeasible, but it proves difficult for a student to focus on just one or 
two of them until a relatively high degree of competence is reached 
in the gestalt. This appears to be a major factor slowing “bootstrap” 
approaches to learning music and musicianship, and may represent 
a partial explanation for the success of “immersion” modes or 
methods.

Finally, this game grows out of a desire to reconnect musicians of 
all levels with spontaneous expression. Because there is no “work”, 
no score, no one right sound-path to follow, the creation of sounds 
and construction of their relationships must be motivated by the 
user’s aural and productional (and aesthetic) faculties. Other musical 
games and training exercises revolve around a pre-existing work 
which is imitated or enacted in some way. SingSmash is differentiated 
by its commitment to a theory-neutral, less-culturally-specific 
framework within which there are, nevertheless, good and bad 
choices to be made— shifting moment by moment, just like in “real” 
music— with rapid feedback on whether a given choice was a good 
or bad one within the rules of the game.

Development
The software was implemented in Objective-C and C++ 
(Objective-C++), with menus, scene management, and sound effect 
playback facilitated via the open-source game engine Cocos2D. The 
audio code was written directly in C and C++ using Apple’s lowest-
level API, RemoteIO.

Live audio input streaming from the device’s microphone (44.1 kHz, 
512 buffer samples) is processed via FFT, analysed and fed to an 
octave-agnostic f0 estimator and onset detector. The pitch-detection 
operates fairly robustly in noisy environments in part due to two 
refinements over a naïve bin-energy approach: 
 (1) Each candidate f0 is not assessed solely on its own amplitude, 
but on a score calculated from the sum of all the FFT bins which 
would be harmonics of that f0 pitch. Because the sounds being 
analysed are all acoustically-produced, this enhances accuracy 
through transient rejection. 
 (2) Candidate f0s contain an “age” parameter. When multiple 
high-scoring candidate f0s present, the longer-lived one is returned 
as the active pitch.
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<GLOBALSETTINGS>
    <USERID>2056950145</USERID>
    <UUID>B6705526-3236-401B-940A-212EE9C78A56</UUID>
</GLOBALSETTINGS>
<USERS>
    <USER gamesStarted=”2” gamesCompleted=”0” highestLevelCompleted=”8” ratedVersion=”0” dateLast-
Played=”1340398099” lastKeyPlayed=”0” numberOfWins=”9” lastLevelPlayed=”8” currentLevelPlaying=”7” play-
erHighScoreOverall=”2500” completedSurvey=”1” hsLev0=”1400” winsLev0=”1” lossLev0=”0” hsLev1=”1400” win-
sLev1=”1” lossLev1=”0” hsLev2=”1000” winsLev2=”1” lossLev2=”0” hsLev3=”1200” winsLev3=”1” lossLev3=”0” 
hsLev4=”1700” winsLev4=”1” lossLev4=”0” hsLev5=”1300” winsLev5=”1” lossLev5=”0” hsLev6=”1000” winsLev6=”1” 
lossLev6=”0” hsLev7=”1600” winsLev7=”1” lossLev7=”2” hsLev8=”2500” winsLev8=”1” lossLev8=”2” hsLev9=”0” win-
sLev9=”0” lossLev9=”0”>SI</USER>
    <USER gamesStarted=”1” gamesCompleted=”0” highestLevelCompleted=”1” ratedVersion=”0” dateLast-
Played=”1340397992” lastKeyPlayed=”0” numberOfWins=”2” lastLevelPlayed=”1” currentLevelPlaying=”2” player-
HighScoreOverall=”0” completedSurvey=”0” hsLev0=”1800” winsLev0=”1” lossLev0=”0” hsLev1=”1400” winsLev1=”1” 
lossLev1=”0” hsLev2=”0” winsLev2=”0” lossLev2=”0” hsLev3=”0” winsLev3=”0” lossLev3=”0” hsLev4=”0” win-
sLev4=”0” lossLev4=”0” hsLev5=”0” winsLev5=”0” lossLev5=”0” hsLev6=”0” winsLev6=”0” lossLev6=”0” hsLev7=”0” 
winsLev7=”0” lossLev7=”0” hsLev8=”0” winsLev8=”0” lossLev8=”0” hsLev9=”0” winsLev9=”0” lossLev9=”0”>ROBIN</
USER>
</USERS>
<GAME number_overall=”1” start=”2012-06-13|16:46:41|45.4” player_name=”SI” game_number_for_current_play-
er=”1” lat=”51.37607035” long=”-2.35532623” end=”2012-06-13|16:46:41|45.5”>
    <MOVE move=”1” dur=”86.8” numPitchesSung=”8” pitches=”•1|1|542.3|38.1|13|125.0|542.3|35,17,16,13,14,
14,14,6,4,,,,,,,,,|68.826  •2|2|149.3|49.8|12|149.3|687.7|50,46,39,48,43,17,16,21,,,,,,,,,,|71.61  •3|11|494
.0|32.5|11|494.0|494.0|38,15,18,10,7,8,6,,4,-3,,,,,,,,|73.276 •4|3|619.7|19.7|10|165.6|619.7|27,21,23,,2
0,,,9,,,,,,,,,,|82.343 •5|0|260.9|44.7|11|128.5|260.9|44,44,39,23,31,,12,9,5,18,,-3,6,15,6,7,,12|83.593 -
•6|0|127.2|45.4|17|127.2|127.6|43,44,29,42,37,,29,18,13,,26,,,,10,,,13|85.961 •7|0|129.6|46.6|8|129.6|259.2|4
6,46,33,45,41,28,25,,,27,24,21,17,14,17,14,,19|86.276 •8|11|124.8|43.7|5|124.8|124.8|40,42,28,,31,30,34,18,,1
7,,16,14,10,,,13,11|86.427” blocksHit=”3” timestamp=”2012-06-13|16:47:22|86.8”>
 [...]
</GAME>
<GAME number_overall=”2” start=”2012-06-22|21:43:07|4476.7” player_name=”ROBIN” game_number_for_current_
player=”1” lat=”51.37619056” long=”-2.35542042” end=”2012-06-22|21:43:07|4476.7”>
    <MOVE move=”1” dur=”4526.3” numPitchesSung=”10” pitch Image credit: Toby Farrow 
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